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About This Game

Pulstar is a fast paced arcade game that brings back the basic of its genre. No nonsense, just kill as long as you can to gain the
highest score as possible! This concept gives Pulstar the challenge and high replay value real fans of this genre need!

Pulstar also has a local co-op multiplayer, which means you can team up with your buddy to dominate the world rankings!

Key features:
- easy to play, hard to master concept

- build up audio and visual experience as you kill more
- activate Pulsetime to slow down the time around you

- local co-op multiplayer
- battle against the world with online leaderboards (single and multiplayer)

- dual analogue control support
- including Steam achievements and Steam gamecards

- available for Windows, Mac and Linux
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Title: Pulstar
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Concave Studio, Colorful Media, Emagica
Publisher:
Indietopia Games
Release Date: 11 Jun, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.7ghz, or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Additional Notes: Controller recommended

English
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Turba takes the enticing idea of a Bejeweled-style game that utilizes your music library and screws it all up by incorporating
features that don't work as they should, resulting in a nearly unplayable mess. The simple task of matching three or more blocks
of the same color is complicated by "bomb" blocks, which are blocks that will cause a 3x3 set of blocks to turn gray if they
aren't matched within a certain number of beats. Adding to this problem is the brainless design decision that your board fills up
with blocks with each beat of the song. This ensures that fast songs are literally unbeatable on certain play modes, even without
the addition of bomb blocks. Worse yet, the game does not accurately detect beats, so blocks appear at completely random
intervals. Finally, cheaters have devised a way to obtain the top scores on literally every song, so forget about ranking in the top
3 on anything, no matter how obscure it is. I've spoken with one of the devs (They have another terrible-looking game on
Greenlight), and he sees nothing wrong with the game and has no plans to support it any further. This game is a horrendous
waste of money at any price.. Not a bad game by design but I find it get's quite boring.. I highly recommend this game as it is
very entertaining and easy to lose track of the time.

The game does not have a tutorial. Thus, you have to try yourself, what you can do and how different mechanics work in order
to survive.

+ You learn yourself.
+ Simple (2D, you can only rotate the puzzle and move rabbit).
+ Most of the puzzles can be figured out with careful thinking. In the few cases you have to try and hope - and learn.
+ In addition to the thinking, a good timing is needed.
+ The puzzles do not repeat themselves.
+ Personal opinion\/taste: I like the atmosphere and (dark) colors.

- In a few puzzles, the outcome depends more on luck than skill. It can be annpoying to repeat them in order to proceed.
- Might have been a bug, but when I had a pause (few weeks) for playing this, the game reset my progress and achievements. It
was a little bit annoying to go all the (low) levels through again.. Thank you. It was a very elegant and soothing experience where
music was driving the visual appreciation most of the time.

On the other hand, it's not for people who leave the movie theaters the moment titles start running.. While I love these mediocre
point\/click games I have to say this was done pretty bad. The storyline was meh if you could even call it a storyline, I don't
expect it to be best seller writers telling the story but I do expect it to at least interest me. The puzzles were completely
nonsensical most of the time; never used hint as much as I have in this game in any others I have played, literally no way to even
guess what they wanted you to accomplish bar spamming hint and trying out all your items. I also encountered a bug where I was
able to bypass an hour or so of the game which I must say I am not complaining about. The warning sign as you load up set it up
so that everyone who played it would be disappointed, I don't think I even noticed it being eerie at all. Worst of all is that you
could completely just spam click the hidden item sections and finish them, in fact it was generally faster to do that than to
search for items that blended into the background so well that they actually were part of the scenery and the only way to see
them is with hints, not good.. The game is kinda nice, but it opens a console with an error message everytime I start it. If I close
it, the game closes. I can go on if I leave the console open, but after a little while the commands don`t respond anymore. I
searched for people with the same problem on the forums, and though there are many with the same problem, there seem to be
no solution.
A shame :\/

UPDATE: The game had an update last week. I went to play full of hope, but old saves don't work anymore. And the commands
still stop responding as before... I give up -_-'. I cannot stress how cool this game is. Alright, so you like Civilizations... so you
like Galactic Civilizations, well this game is just like them, but better, and getting better all the time. Not only does it allow you
to design your own Starships, but it lets you set their scale as well. Want a ship bigger then a star system? Ok, easy enough, its
just gonna be expensive and take forever and a day to make, but still it will be there, all bigger than a star system and all. And
thats not all, this game has a massive sense of scale, EVERY planet is colonizeable in EVERY star system, and each star system
has a minimal of 2 planets to colonize with the average being 3-4. Not to mention that every time you play a new galaxy is made,
that YOU choose how many star systems are in, I personally made a galaxy that had 700 star systems, (though you can go
MUCH MUCH higher, your really only limited by what your comp can handle.)
But anywho, check this game out, its fun as hell.
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THIS GAME SCARED THE SH**T OUT OF ME AWFULL MUSIC WILL SCARE YOU WHEN YOU FIRST RUN IT SO
RUN FOR YOU LIFE. it's so hard :P but it's fun. So recommended for people who love a challenge.. Just began playing it and
really enjoying it so far!. It's like chess, but like, not chess. But seriously though, the mechanics work really well. The rules are
very simple, it's easy to pick up, yet they lead to a lot of diversity in strategy.

I do have two problems with it though. Despite what some sources may lead you to believe, there is an element of RNG: fairies.
They randomly spawn on the map and they give mana, allowing you to make more actions. I understand the logic here with
adding some level of chance to make things a bit more interesting but lucky fairies early in the game lead to some very serious
snowballing. My suggestion would be to delay fairies until turn 2, or maybe prevent fairies spawning next to druids during turn
1.

The other problem is to do with the limited screen resolution options (limited to 4:3), but it doesn't bother me too much. I want
to play it windowed anyway.

Overall, a mechanically great game with a cool artstyle! We need more people on multiplayer.

UPDATE (2\/4\/2015): So I randomly lost my campaign savegame... No idea how it happened, but it happened. Oh well.
Multiplayer is where it's at!. Oh man, LOVE IT, the realizem is 94\/100 and it is AMAZING, MUST BUY DULEX VERSION
34 FOR 4 STUFFS!!!
**GET IT!!!**. 1001 Spikes is a game I feel like I've been waiting for. Simple mechanics (though the two different kinds of
jump add a really strong depth to the limited actions available) coupled with exquisitely thoughtful, punishing level design.
There is something exhilarating and magical about a game that gives you something that seems nearly impossible on your first
few passes, but soon becomes a second-nature breeze after a few runs, and this game continually throws such moments at you.
Put up against other (still worthy) contemporary games that operate from a more classical home console mode of game-making
demonstrates just how sharp and vital retro aesthetics and ideas still can be.. Actually a surprisingly unique and refreshing take
on FreeCell. I have an inkling that the fact that there's no Undo button and you can't pull cards off the foundation...might just be
a deliberate thing on part of the developer. It's a very simple game, exactly the sort of thing that you'd find bundled with an OS
or device, which given where this game came from, I'd say the author(s?) absolutely nailed it.

If you're after a solitaire game that won't make you feel bad for losing, where every win is a victory, grab this.

(EDIT) I wrote a much longer review\/profile about Shenzhen Solitaire for my blog, Turn of a Friendly Card: 
https:\/\/thefriendlycard.wordpress.com\/2017\/02\/08\/shenzhen-solitaire-2016-steam\/ - it's not really a *review* in that I give
it a score, but I do talk about some things that may influence your purchase decision. I do still highly recommend the game, in
summary.. An OK tower defense game that has been developed for mobiles and you can tell. The game is simple, there are only
two attack towers, one slowing tower and two traps. There are two currencies in the game, another obvious tell-tale sign of a
mobile game, but the game is quite generous with both. There are no keybindings at all, everything must be played with a
mouse.

Overall an OK tower defense, nothing special.. I was a little bit skeptical of this game because I'm claustrophobic and I was
expecting to throw up within 10 minutes of play time like I had experienced with Resident Evil 7 Biohazard but nope, I didn't
get any motion sickness or whatever and I'm really happy. It's definitely one of the best linear single-player games I had played
so far. Looks like it's going to steal off more time from my other games that I have been playing recently.
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